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T

he healthcare industry is a labor-intensive industry globally. In the United States of America
alone, the industry constitutes to more than 14 million jobs, which is equivalent to 10% of
the total workforce in America during 2006 (Ozcan Y.A., 2009). Even so, the demand was
expected to increase at 21% within 10 years. Healthcare is also the fastest job growth area
according to the U.S. Department of Labor, 2006. The trend is mirrored in the same industry
worldwide, and the demand is even higher in densely populated nations such as in China,
Indonesia and India.

In hospitals, administration of physicians, nurses and other important workers including therapists and technicians, is critical as
most services offered by these health care personnel have effect on
the lives of people, directly and intimately. Hence, the effectiveness
of the healthcare organization depends upon the effective roles
performed by the personnel from top to bottom (Goyal R.C., 2005).
Poor management of labor in healthcare organizations could result
in low morale among its personnel and in turn reflects on the quality of services provided to the patients under their care.
The primary expenses for healthcare organizations are salary-related costs, because operating them requires massive man-hours
from various positions and job functions. As such, a firm grasp of
staffing plans is crucial in managing healthcare organization. Planning nurses’ shifts, for example, is a really intricate task considering the various factors to be taken care of in drawing out feasible
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schedules to ensure smooth running of the healthcare organizations and their staff ’s satisfaction. The experience levels of the
nurse, his or her specialties, competencies, turnover and skill mix
are amongst factors to be considered when drafting staffing plan
and shifts scheduling that is fair, effective and unbiased. The fact
that the healthcare industry has the largest percentage of part-time
workers, 16%, makes staffing plans even more challenging due to
the lack of commitment, lack of skill mix and high turnover rate
among part-time staffers (S. Leiyu, 2007).
This article intends to explore the possibility of using biometric
time clocks and computerized centralized solution to reduce the intricacies of shift scheduling in managing nurses in healthcare industry. It is anticipated that the use of the said system could increase
the efficiency in human resource departments, minimize human
bias factor to some extent and provide a cost-effective solution to
healthcare organizations in the long run.

Critical Care

Required in Scheduling Nurses Shifts

Shifts and nurses go in tandem; there are no two ways about it. A preferred and traditional shift
is an 8-hour shift with a variable of 10- or 12-hour shifts or a mixture of all three. Studies on both
nurses and physicians have indicated that working 8-hour shifts on a 5-day rotation has been
proven to improve patient care as compared to 12-hour shifts on a 3-day rotation. However, the
10- and 12-hour shifts provide more added advantages to the staff such as consecutive days off,
more weekend days off and many more, but these shifts would require more staff and may gradually increase staff fatigue. In nurse working environment, there are also 4-hour shifts useful for
peak activity periods and part-time staff, (Polly. G.Z. 2002). Combined with staff rotations, weekend requirements, requests, holidays and vacation days, managing staff scheduling is definitely a
challenge to maintain service quality and order, and the choice in shift pattern can affect turnover,
absenteeism and job satisfaction amongst the involved staff.
On top of the different shift types, there are different types of work schedules for nurses such
as cyclical (permanent) or flexible (discretionary). Under the cyclical work schedule, employee’s
shifts are constant. The schedules are usually planned for a four to six-week period and is repeated
period after period. The good thing about this is, the plan is stable and the system allows the employees to select the shift that best fits their schedule. However, having chosen that, the nurses are
locked into that shift. Flexible shifts on the other hand provide flexibility to the hospitals to assign
work schedules yet the planning of flexible schedules requires the management to continuously
change the schedule to fit the requirements of the hospitals and match it with the availability of
labor.
In drafting nurses shift schedule plans,
considerations on these five factors are
greatly required.

Stability of the Plan: Nurses want assurance about the stability of the schedule because change could/would cause chaos.

Patients’ Coverage: Refers to whether or
not the patients’ needs are met, continuity of
care is present and fair coverage is given to
all patients.

Schedule Flexibility: Refers to the schedule’s ability to adapt to environmental
changes for example understaffing, nurses
changing amongst shifts, etc.

Schedule Quality: Refers to how well the
staff likes the shift plan, and if the plan provides equalization of rotation, weekend days
off and work stretch.

Cost Factor: Are resources being consumed
wisely? Would alternative schedules produce better care at lower costs?

Injecting Biometric System into Nurses’ Shifts Management
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dry hands, a condition resulting from frequent hand-washing and the use of alcoholbased hand sanitizers. This might undermine

Table 1: The 12-hr 3 weekends on and 3 weekends off

the performance of biometric readers. The
solution has also been found with the latest
face recognition technology that deploys
contactless verification.

There are hospitals that are comfortable using a pattern of 10-hour shifts, 7 days on and 7
days off.
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Table 1: The 10-hr 7 days on and 7 days off, cyclical throughout the year
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There are also hospitals that hires all staff to work one of two distinctive cycles of 12-hour shifts, 2 days on and 2 days off, 4 days on and
6 days off (2.2.4.6) or (2.6.4.2). Having a cyclical set schedule such as
those has resulted in a financial gain and saved schedule makingtime, some have claimed.
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Table 2: The 12-hr 2 days on and 2 days off, 4 days on and 6 days off (2-2-4-6)
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Diagram: Showing Schedule 2, set for 12-hour shift on Thursday, Friday and Saturday.

Table 3: The 12-hr 2 days on and 6 days off, 4 days on and 2 days off (2-6-4-2)

Regardless of the schedule type preferred by a healthcare organization, TCMS V2 is able to cater to various schedules possible, cyclical
or flexible. Below are some examples of the 12-hour, 3 weeks on, 3
weeks off cycle being set in TCMS V2 for viewing.

Diagram: Showing Schedule 1, set for 12-hour shift on Friday, Saturday and Sunday.

The software has features suitable for setting up hospital nurses’
staffing schedules. It can contain up to 999 schedules and 999 groups
and link up to 999 combinations of FingerTec biometric and card terminals to one centralized application. Using TCMS V2 could save considerable time in schedule planning because all the possible schedules that the organization might be using can be preset in the system

With every rule, policy, data, staff information and activities stored

waiting for them to be assigned to the relevant nurses. TCMS V2 pro-

in one server, these records and reports could be retrieved at anytime.

vides rules that can be set according to the healthcare organization’s

Healthcare organization could improve in the way it runs its nurses and

policies and such; rules on clocking, time range, general, tolerance,

manage their effectiveness in patient care.

break and overtime for each schedule can be specifically defined.
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A Small Dose of Improvement for a
Healthier Organization
System automation definitely brings substantial benefits to large organizations and automation on staff attendance is especially crucial for places such
as healthcare organizations that are labor intensive. Improvements on the
staffing system are expected to improve labor time utilization, effectively reduce excessive labor cost and strengthen the management of the entire human resources.
Looking at it closely, nurse scheduling management can be better managed by the introduction of biometric verification systems and powerful time
control management software, which can handle not only nurses’ time attendance but also their intricate shifts scheduling. Biometric systems such as
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